TBMaaS PACKAGES
With a focus on establishing a TBM capability quickly and
efficiently, TBMaaS is underpinned by a robust TBM Cost Model
and toolset, packaged with our other service offerings to deliver
ongoing TBM outcomes.
TBMaaS is best suited to an organisation looking for TBM
outcomes without having to build or acquire in-house TBM
technical capability and without the additional demands of
maintaining a TBM toolset.
TBMaaS is scalable, giving clients the option to select the
inclusions based on their business needs and appetite for change.

 Included  Optional
Founded in 1999, Synergy has grown to become one of
Canberra’s leading professional services firms. We are
government specialists delivering a truly collaborative approach
to navigate important challenges and provide practical solutions.
Through partnerships with our clients, we offer guidance and
support across a broad range of capabilities — operating
independently and in unison.

TBMaaS has been designed using a successive Use Case
approach, offering increasing sophistication:
▪ Light supports costing to the IT resource tower layer
▪
▪

Essentials builds on Light and adds application / service TCO
Advanced builds on Essentials and adds public cloud,
business unit, vendor spend and infrastructure utilisation

▪

Premium all the inclusions of Advanced and adds cloud and
resource optimization and project financial lifecycle
management.

Each level accommodates additional options that our clients can
select at their discretion

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Cost effective approach when compared to standing up
an in-house TBM capability
Rapid, stress-free pathway to get up and running fast
and commence the harvesting of benefits,
Access to rare, highly skilled and experienced TBM
resources with government experience
Ability to leverage Synergy’s established partnerships
with major tool vendors using ready built government
tailored solutions
Access best of breed TBM platform irrespective of IT
spend under management
The protection of IRAP certified technology in a
protected government cloud
Ability to scale service inclusions based on business
needs and priorities

▪

Synergy is the preeminent provider of TBM and ITFM services
to federal government

▪

We have extensive experience in the development of IT
Service Catalogues and Service Costing over twenty years
across numerous organisations, including many within the
federal government.

▪

We have a comprehensive set of frameworks, catalogues,
costing methodologies and costing systems.

▪

We have hands-on experience across all of Apptio’s federal
government clients in Australia

▪

Leveraging TBMaaS, Synergy can help you reap with benefits
of TBM, while we take on the challenges and responsibility of
building and maintaining an TBM capability for you,

Our TBMaaS platform is powered by Apptio, IRAP
certified and runs in a protected government
cloud.

IRAP CERTIFICATION ON PROTECTED AWS

For more information, please contact our team:

Apptio is undergoing a rigorous assessment to achieve “PROTECTED” status under the Australian Signals
Directorate’s (ASD) Information Security Registered Assessors Program (IRAP). Apptio’s “PROTECTED”
IRAP classification builds on the company’s U.S. government FedRAMP Moderate Certification.
Apptio’s “PROTECTED” classification on AWS will position the company to deliver its Software-as-aService (SaaS) solutions to secure environments in the public sector. Apptio and their Federal public
sector partner, Synergy, will offer this solution to government organisations in the sector. This includes
Australia’s first Technology Business Management as a Service (TBMaaS) offering tailored specifically for
public sector organisational requirements.
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